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THEATRE AND C RU ELTY 

Antonin Artaud 

Antonin Artaud, writing in the late 1930s, called for the need for a reinvigorated theatre 

that would engage with the "catastrophic" issues of the time. He saw theatre as a sensual 

medium, a catalyst for the production of "real" not reproduced emotions and a means of freeing 

the individual from the pernicious controlling power of authority. A "Theatre of Cruelty" moves 

theatre away from literature and the separation of "body and mind," engaging all the senses. 

He invokes the imagery in the paintings of Grunewald and the nightmare visions of Hieronymus 

Bosch as examples of "what a show can be," dealing with "cosmic" issues rather than personal 

psychology, shocking the audience out of apathy towards action. 

We have lost the idea of theatre. And in as much as theatre restricts it elf to probing 

the intimacy of a few puppets, thereby transforming the audience into Peeping Toms, 

one understands why the elite have turned away from it or why the masses go to the 

cinema, music-hall and circus to find violent gratification whose intention does not 

disappoint them. 

Our sensibi lity has reached the point where we urely need theatre that wake us up 

heart and ner ves. 

The damage wrought by psychological theatre, derived from Racine, has rendered us 

unaccustomed to the direct, violent action theatre must have. Cinema in it turn, murder 

u with reflected, filtered and projected images that no longer connect with our sensibility, 

and for ten years has maintained us and all our faculties in an intellectual stupor. 

In the anguished, catastrophic times we liYe in, we feel an urgent need for theatre that is 

not overshadowed by events, but arou es deep echoes "ithin us and predominate 0\ er our 

unsettled period. 

O ur longstanding habit of seeking diversions has made us forget the slightest idea of 

serious theatre which upsets all our preconceptions, in piring us with fiery, magnetic 

imagery and finally reacting on us after the manner of unforgettable soul therapy. 

Everything that acts is cruelty. Theatre must rebuild itself on a concept of this drastic 

action pushed to the limit. 

Infused with the idea that the masse think "ith thei r senses first and foremost and that it 

is ridiculous to appeal primarily to our understanding as we do in e ' er)da) psychological 

theatre, the Theatre of Cruelty proposes to resort to mass theatre, thcn~b) redisco,ering a 
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little of the poetry in the ferment of g reat, agitated crowds hurled against one another, 

sensations only too rare nowadays, when masses of holiday crowds throng the streets. 
If theatre wants to find itself needed once more, it must present everything in Jo,·c, 

crime, war and madness. 
heryday love, personal ambition and daily worries arc worthless except in relation to 

the kind of a.,vful lyricism that exists in those Myths to which the great mass of men have 

consented. 
This is why we will try to centre our show around famous personalities, horrible crimes 

and superhuman self-sacrifices, demonstrating that it can draw out the powers struggling 

within them, without resorting to the dead imagery of ancient Myths. 

In a word, we bclie,·e there are living powers in what is called poetry, and that the 

picture of a crime presented in the right stage conditions is something infinitely more 

dangerous to the mind than if the same crime were committed in life. 

We want to make theatre a believable reality inflicting this kind of tangible laceration, 

contained in all true feeling, on the heart and senses. In the same way as our dreams react 

on us and reality reacts on our dreams, so we believe ourselves able to associate mental 

pictures '" ith dreams, effective in so far as they are projected with the required violence. 

And the audience will believe in the illusion of theatre on condition they really take it for a 

dream, not for a scn·ile imitation of reality. On condition it releases the magic freedom of 

daydn•ams, only recognisable when imprinted with terror and cruelty. 

Hence this full scale invocation of cruelty and terror, its scope testing our entire vital ity, 

confronting us with all our potential. 

And in order to affect every facet of the spectator's sensibility, we advocate a revolving 

show, which instead of making stage and auditorium into two closed worlds without any 

possible communication between them, will ex tend its \'isual and oral outbursts over the 
''hole mass of spectators. 

Furthermore, leaving the field of analysiblc emotional feelings aside, we intend using the 

actor's l)ricism to rc,eal external power , and by this means to bring the whole of nature 
into the kind of theatre we would like to evoke. 

I [o,,e,er e"<temhc a programme of this kind may be, it does not overreach theatre itself, 

'' hith all in all seems to us to be associated with ancient magic powers. 

Practicall) speaking, we ''ant to bring back the idea of total theatre, where theatre will 

recapture from cinema, music-hall, the circus and life itself, those things that always 

belonged to it. The diYision between analytical theatre and a world of movement seems 

stupid to ~s. One cannot separate body and mind, nor the senses from the intellect, particu

larly in a held '"here the unending!) repeated jading of our organs calls for sudden shocks to 
rt•,he our undcntanding. 

Thm on the one hand we have the magnitude and scale o f a show aimed at the whole 

ana tom~, . and on the other an i~tensh e mustering of objects, gestures and signs used in a 

nc'" spant. The reduced role gan~n to understanding leads to drastic curtailment of the 

script, "hile the act.iYc role given to dark po<.'tic feeling necessitates tangible signs. Words 

mL'an !attic to the mmd; expanded ar<.'as and objects speak out. ew imagery speaks, eYen if 

composed in \\Ords. But '-patial, thundering images replete ,-.ith sound also speak, if we 
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become 'ersed in arranging a sufficient interjection of spatial areas furnished with silence 

and stillness. 
We expect to stage a show based on these principles, where these direct acth·e means 

are whollv used. Therefore such a show, unafraid of exploring the limits of our nervous 

sensibilit):, uses rhythm, sound, words, resounding with song, whose nature and startling 

combinations arc part of an unrcvcaled technique. 
MorcO\ cr, to speak clear!), the imagery in some paintings by Grunewald or Hieronymus 

Bosch gives us a good enough idea of what a show can be, where things in outside nature 

appear as temptations just as they would in a Saint's mind. 
Theatre must rediscover its true meaning in this spectacle of a temptation, where life 

stands to lose everything and the mind to gain everything. 
Besides we ha,·e put forward a programme which permits pure production methods 

disco\'ercd on the spot to be organised around historic or cosmic themes familiar to all. 

And we insist that the first Theatre of Cruelty show will hinge on these mass concerns, 

more urgent and disturbing than any personal ones. 
We must find out ,, hether sufficient production means, financial or otherwise, can be 

found in Paris, before the cataclysm occurs, to allow such theatre (which must remain 

because it is the future) to come to life. Or whether real blood is needed right now to reveal 

this cruelty. 
May /933 
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